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Montana chucked his chin up with his grill flashing. Sitting disgustingly on his bottom row of teeth

before saying, "ain't no description, or no gah damn synopsis. Just read this shit."
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Ooo oooo weeeee!! Bruuhhhh! Why you end the book like that. Do not sleep on Jacob Ryan thats

that real th*g mentality right there! Had me turned on from his aggressiveness lol. Ugh i swear -hand

cutting the air- I can't wait until Tana's lies catch up to him he is doing too much Des. Now I love me

some tori and yayo but he gonna have to back up coming for Amari uhh no sir we dont play those

games. Demorgaaaan lmaoo they are so hilarious and cute together. Cash and D'Angelo finally got

it right I was rooting for them...opposites really do attract. Whats a story without the real mvp glad

my bae Shiloh stepped in and gave hardheaded Tana some advice. Overall you know the book was

fye. Big up Atlanta's best selling street author. Luv u gul! Lol

DESIREE DOES IT AGAIN...This book was a page turner from front to back and I enjoyed EVERY

bit of it...From DeMorgan and their cute relationship...DeAngelo and Cashmere with their crazy



mess...Hazel and Koda with their confused butts...Torri and Yayo with his sexy self..And everyone

else in between...Including Montana's dumb butt....Can't wait until part 3 comes out...Great job

Desiree...Please hurry up "end of Marh"

Lawd I have been taken on a journey!!The opening of the book was genius and it set the tone for

the book to me. At this point I think we are test readers for Tana's book and I must say it was

Everything!! I don't believe none of it and everything Montana said he wanted the readers to fell he

delivered. My emotions were all over the place. Des I dont know how you thought of this but it was

Great!!. I have so many unanswered questions. Who put that hit on Marion Carter? What's

De'Angleo deal and what exactly do he and Tuesday do behind the scenes? Oh I am not a fan of

De'Angleo and Cash, I dont like her for several reasons. Trent said something in the book that made

me think I was reading Tana's story. He was like Demarco crazier that what you making him out to

be Tana and I agree. Demarco was awful in the Carters and I never thought I would like his

character but her I am in love with how Tana has made him and Morgans relationship. Koda Koda

Koda!!! I like him and I like how he was at the end.The bad /good guy who got the girl. He always

said he wanted that in Tana's story and he got it. Tori and Yayo are a beautiful addition. I remember

Yayo in book one but didn't bay much attention to him. Junie was the loud one but Yayo is that dude

and I like how he move. Hats off to you Desi!! You came out swinging on this one. I can imagine

how hard it is introducing new characters cause I will admit I wasn't sold on the first book because I

was stuck on those Carters but you sucked me in on this one.I cant wait till part 3

Ahhhhh this is my ish!!! I can't wait to find out what's going down with my 2nd favorite white

boy!!!..lol and my secret ghetto girl Hazel!!! Yayo is really warming up to me!!! And I hope Montana

gets his!!! Demorgan is my most favorite couple!! They keep me rolling!!!! I'm never disappointed

and I can't wait for part 3!!!

Ok the book is picking up and I can see where she trying to go with the story and I like in the

beginning of the book how Montana tried to call us readers out but tell Montana its all apart of the

game can't wait until see how part three unfold ðŸ˜ŠðŸ˜Š

That ending thoðŸ‘€ðŸ‘€ðŸ‘€ Once again I love this book ...Montana I guess you know how to write lol

Welcome to Azura Bailey PublicationNaw, but seriously Desiree keep em coming your pengame is

amazing and I'm ready for NATS 3



Words just cannot describe how AWESOME this is!!!! I just don't even know what I want to say

about this book. I get so engrossed in this chick's writing, that I have to make myself put it down so I

can get my job done. Just read it. Read them all!! Amazed at how the author ties this stuff together.

Great job!

Another great story. Can't wait to see how it plays out. I have a feeling we are reading a book inside

of a book. Very well written, minimal errors. I like Tori/Yayo but he can't be coming after

Shiloh/Amari. Koda/Hazel I like but I don't really trust Koda and his true intentions. Montana was on

some B.A.N.S. and I can't wait until he is exposed. I would like to see more DeMorgan and

D'Angelo/Cash... also I think Tuesday just uses that craziness as an act and that she knows exactly

what's going on. Can't wait to learn more about D'Angelo and Tuesday's true intentions
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